Klipoh declared as tourism village in 2011, but some local people had already tried to provide local accommodation for the tourist before 2011. They changed their ordinary house into homestay. They used some rooms to become tourist’s rooms. They improved and made some betterments of every corner of their house. Tourist usually rent such kind of room. Tourists have to pay some money for room and other facilities including tour package and pottery making package. In the fact, one of the reason tourist stay together with the local people was in order they could get any experience about the lifestyle of Klipoh people, and specifically, they like to have experience how to make pottery as well as try to interact with the people. This moment could be lesson learned for the tourist. They could not find this kind of experience in their country. They could not just learn how to make pottery but they could also learn more the history of Klipoh pottery.

![Fig. 3. Rooms for supporting tourist activities](image)

b. Amenities

Tourism activities also required amenities to support their activities in tourism village. One of the facilities needed is a place where they could have spacial memory of Klipoh subvillage. Because the main attraction of Klipoh subvillage is pottery, therefore, potters tried to expose their pottery products to tourists. To support this activity, some local people changed their house for promoting the pottery product. They create a space where they could show their product to tourist. By this way, it will ease tourist to see, watch and buy the product. Usually, potters use terrace or living room to become showroom and place, but some troubles arrised. Tourist felt the showroom space was so crowded due to the placement of pottery products which scatterd over the living room or terrace as seen in the following picture.

![Figure 4. Terrace for Showroom](image)